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ABSTRACT: Miscibility of polylactide (PLA) and polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB) is studied by the 

microsecond atomistic molecular-dynamics (MD) simulations for the first time. The model and 

the simulation protocol were confirmed through comparison of the glass transition temperature 

(Tg) with experimental data. It was established that PLA and PHB are miscible on the basis of the 
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Flory–Huggins theory. Analysis of the mobilities of PLA and PHB subchains revealed that the 

blends have two transitions to a glassy state at the length scale of a few Kuhn segments, which is 

in line with the predictions of the self-concentration model. At the same time at the larger length 

scale, a single transition to a glassy state was observed suggesting scale-dependence of PLA and 

PHB miscibility. This scale-dependence was confirmed through the evaluation of the interchain 

pair correlation functions. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Polylactide (PLA) and polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB) are thermoplastic semi-crystalline 

polyesters.1,2 Their key properties are biodegradability, biocompatibility, and low toxicity 

making them promising alternatives to polymers synthesized from the petroleum products.3 As 

pointed out by Arrieta et al. in their extensive review of PLA-PHB blends,4 PLA is currently the 

most commonly used polymer in food packing but its mechanical properties remain problematic. 

As a pure substance, PHB is brittle but has high Young’s modulus.5 Since PLA-PHB blends are 

biocompatible, they have received a lot of attention as a potential route to food packaging 

materials with improved mechanical properties. For example, Zhang and Thomas6 showed that 

the tensile stress increases from 25.5±3.0 MPa for pure PLA to 32.2±3.9 MPa in 75%:25% PLA-

PHB blend, and Lai et al.7 prepared blends composed of high molecular weight PLA and low 

molecular weight PHB and found that the breaking elongation of PLA can be significantly 

increased from 7.2 % to 227 % by the addition of PHB oligomers. 

In order for the polymer blend to have improved mechanical characteristics compared to those 

of the pure components, the polymers species must be miscible, i.e. form a uniform single-phase 

mixture.6,8 Generally, polymer blends can be divided into three categories: miscible, semi-

miscible (or partially miscible), and immiscible blends.9 One of the widely used experimental 
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characteristics to distinguish polymer-polymer miscibility is the glass transition temperature, gT . 

A blend of miscible polymers exhibits a single gT , as well as a single homogeneous phase. Two 

distinct gT  values arising from two phase-segregated components are often interpreted as an 

indicator of immiscibility.9–11 A blend of semi-miscible polymers is also characterized by two 

glass transition temperatures, but their values are shifted from the values of the corresponding 

pure components.10,11 

An alternative view has been proposed by Lodge and McLeish.12 According to their self-

concentration model, chain connectivity of polymers leads to an increased local concentration of 

monomers in blends compared to an average bulk concentration. For this reason, one should 

normally expect two glass transitions in any single-phase polymer blend. Thus, it was suggested 

that the presence of two distinct gT  values cannot be used as a reliable criterion of immiscibility 

and semi-miscibility.13 The matter is, however, complex since it is difficult to determine how 

exactly the different components contribute to the behavior of the blend.14,15 

Previous studies have established that miscibility of blends depends on the chemical structures 

and the molecular weights of the components.9 In terms of their chemical structures, PLA and 

PHB are quite similar. The main difference between PHB and PLA monomers is an extra 

methylene group within the PHB backbone, see Figure 1. Thus, one can expect them to be 

miscible.16 However, the dependence of miscibility on the molecular weight of PLA and PHB is 

not straightforward. Some authors have reported that PLA is miscible with low molecular weight 

PHB (Mw < 30 kg/mol),11,17–19 while others found the miscibility of PHB with low molecular 

weight PLA (Mw < 18 kg/mol).20–23 For PLA-PHB blends in which molecular weight exceeds 

60 kg/mol, contradicting results have been found: several authors have reported that high 
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molecular weight PLA and PHB are miscible16,17,24–27, whereas the others stated that they are 

immiscible6,8,10,18,20,21,28–31. 

 

Figure 1. Chemical structures of the a) PLA and b) PHB monomers. 

Complementary to experiments, the atomistic MD simulations provide an efficient tool to 

investigate miscibility of polymers. They have the ability to supply detailed atomistic level 

information on structural, thermal, and dynamic properties of blends. Therefore, using atomistic 

simulations to evaluate miscibility and the dominant physical mechanisms has attracted a 

continuing attention of researchers.32–43 

MD simulations have been used to study the glass transition to predict miscibility of blended 

polymers.33,35–37 It has been established that interchain pair correlation functions may reflect 

structural properties of samples which can directly be related to miscibility.32,34,35,38,39,42 In 

addition, the Flory–Huggins theory has been applied to shed light on the possibility for some 

polymers to be miscible.32–41,43 Typically, two criteria for miscibility are utilized when using the 

Flory–Huggins approach: 1) for a miscible composition, the interaction parameter χ  has to be 

lower than some critical value crχ  (see Supporting Information for the details) and 2) the 
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solubility parameters (δ ) have to be close enough to each other. According to Coleman et al.44, 

for weakly interacting polymers such as PLA and PHB this difference should not exceed 

2 (J/cm3)0.5. 

Majority of the existing atomistic simulations of blends are, however, relatively short and the 

simulation times do not exceed several nanoseconds.32–43 Our previous study45 has shown that 

the simulation times required for a proper equilibration of polymer samples can reach 

microseconds. 

In this study, we report the results of the first MD study of miscibility for the blends of the low 

molecular weight PLA and PHB. To ensure proper equilibration, each of the production 

simulations was carried out for 5 μs to allow for careful investigation of the various miscibility 

criteria. We examined whether PLA and PHB are miscible via the Flory-Huggins theory and via 

the change of system density upon the transition from a melt to a glassy state. We also addressed 

how the physical properties of blends depend on the length scale by studying the influence of 

temperature on chain mobility. The structural properties of the blends were evaluated using 

interchain pair correlation functions. The main result of this study is that miscibility of the blends 

is scale-dependent: they are semi-miscible within the length of a few Kuhn segments although 

being miscible at the larger length scale. 

II. MODEL AND SIMULATION METHOD 

Five systems with different weight fractions of PHB (0%, 23%, 49%, 74%, and 100%) in the 

blends were considered. Each simulated system consisted of 20 polymer chains. The degree of 

polymerization, pN , for both PLA and PHB was set to 150. This value yields molecular weights 

of approximately 11 kg/mol and 13 kg/mol for PLA and PHB, respectively. From the standpoint 

of experimental data, such weights are relatively low and the miscibility of the components is 
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expected.11,17–20,22,23 However, the value of molecular weight for PLA is large enough as it 

corresponds to the polymer regime in the Fox-Flory dependence for the glass transition 

temperature.46 Parameters of the simulated blends are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1. Details of the simulated blends. 

System 

№ 

Degree of 
polymerization 

of PLA and 
PHB chains 

Number of 
chains Weight fraction, % Length of the  

simulation 
box (cubic) 

side, nm 

Number of 
atoms 

PLA PHB PLA PHB 

1 150 

150 

150 

150 

150 

20 0 100 0 7.0 27060 

2 16 4 77 23 7.1 28860 

3 11 9 51 49 7.3 31110 

4 6 14 26 74 7.4 33360 

5 0 20 0 100 7.5 36060 

 

The General AMBER Force Field (GAFF)47 was used for bonded and non-bonded interactions. 

GAFF has previously been successfully applied in the simulations of thermal, dynamic, and 

structural properties of organic molecules and polymer systems.48–52 Lorentz-Berthelot mixing 

rules were used to describe van der Waals interactions as required by the GAFF force field.53 

The topologies of the PLA and PHB monomer units were generated with the aid of the ACPYPE 

tool which is a wrapper for the antechamber module of Ambertools.54,55 The partial atomic 

charges were calculated using the Gaussian 09 software by the HF/6-31G*(RESP) method.56 

Such an approach is the standard for the parameterization of the GAFF force field47 and has been 

successfully used in our previous simulations.57,58 The force field parameters as well as atomic 

coordinate files for PLA and PHB chains used in the present study are provided in Supporting 

Information. 
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The computer simulations were carried out following the methodology developed for atomistic 

modeling of bulk and composite systems in our previous studies.45,57,59–68 Initially, we filled a 

periodic cubic box with a chosen amount of PLA and PHB chains at a sufficiently low density. 

Having constructed the initial configuration, we performed energy minimization using the 

method of steepest descents.69 Then, the simulations were carried out in the NpT ensemble for 

10 ns at a temperature of 550 K and a pressure of 50 bar, to reach the system density close to the 

experimental conditions.1,2 After this compression, the production MD simulations were carried 

out for 5 μs at a constant pressure of 1 bar and a temperature of 550 K. This is above the PLA 

and PHB melting temperature ( mT ) which is approximately 450 K.1,2 The use of such a high 

temperature allowed us to accelerate the equilibration and to study properties of the blends in a 

melt.70 

The simulations were performed using the open source Gromacs 5.1.1 package.69 The velocity-

Verlet algorithm was utilized to integrate the equations of motion and the time step was set to 

2 fs.63 The Berendsen thermostat and barostat were applied to keep the temperature and pressure 

constant.71 The time relaxation constants were set to Tτ  = 0.1 ps for the thermostat and Pτ  = 1 ps 

for the barostat.65 The long-range electrostatic interactions were taken into account by the 

particle-mesh Ewald (PME) method with the real space cutoff distance set to 1 nm.72,73 The van 

der Waals interactions were truncated at 1 nm.59 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Equilibration of systems. Achieving equilibration is crucial for reliability of MD 

simulations.45 It has been recently shown that even at temperatures significantly exceeding gT , 

MD simulations at time-scales up to microseconds may be required to reach equilibrium in 

polymer systems.45,66,67 To estimate the time necessary for the equilibration, we calculated the 
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time dependence of the radius of gyration gR  and the end-to-end distance end to endH − −  of PLA and 

PHB chains, Figure 2. The curves in Figure 2 are fitted by the 

function ( ) (1 exp( ))y t A B t τ= + ⋅ − − , where ,A B  and τ  are the fitting parameters. The fits 

show that the characteristic time τ  is in the range of 100–500 ns, depending on the system (see 

Supporting Information, Table S1). We chose the first microsecond as the time-span for 

equilibration. The last four microseconds were considered as equilibrated and were used in data 

analysis. The mean equilibrium values of end to endH − −  and gR  were 8.4 ± 1.0 nm and 3.4 ± 0.4 nm, 

respectively. They turned out to be equal for both PLA and PHB within the margin of error in all 

the blends. 
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Figure 2. Time dependence of the radius of gyration gR  and the end-to-end distance end to endH − −  

for a) PLA and b) PHB chains for different systems. The dotted lines show the equilibration time 

of 1 μs. 

In analogy with a recent study74, we calculated the dimensionless characteristic ratios C∞  for 

both PLA and PHB chains in the blends to verify the quality of the equilibration. The technical 

details are provided in Supporting Information. In pure systems, the C∞  value for the PLA 
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chains was equal to 10.2 ± 0.2, while for the PHB chains we determined PHBC
∞

 = 5.8 ± 0.1. In 

blends, the values of PLAC
∞

 and PHBC
∞

 were almost identical to those in the pure systems, 

indicating that the inherent stiffness of the chains does not change upon blending. The 

characteristic ratios are qualitatively comparable with the results of 11.8 for PLA and 6.1–6.3 for 

PHB obtained using light scattering experiments.75,76 The observed small quantitative differences 

may stem from the short length of the chains in our simulations. Nevertheless, this confirms that 

our systems are well-equilibrated. Using the characteristic ratios, we calculated the persistence 

lengths PLA
pl  = 0.8 ± 0.1 nm and PHB

pl  = 0.5 ± 0.1 nm for PLA and PHB, respectively. At the same 

time, data from Refs. 75 and 76 gives PLA
pl  = 0.9 nm and PHB

pl  = 0.5 nm, i.e. our simulations 

reproduce the difference in stiffness between PLA and PHB well. This validates the force field 

and the model. 

We additionally verified the equilibration time using monomer displacements. To this end, we 

measured the mean-square displacements (MSD) of the centers of masses of the monomers as 

 ( )22 ( ) ( ) ( )r t r t t r t∆ ∆ = + ∆ −
   (1) 

where ...  denotes an average over the simulation time t  and over all monomers. 

The monomer displacement of a distance comparable with the chain size implies that the chain 

conformations are able to change completely.45 Figure 3 demonstrates the MSD together with the 

values of 2
gR  and the squared Kuhn segment length ( )2

2 pl . As the figure shows, the PLA and 

PHB monomers move over distances comparable with the polymer coil size in less than 400 ns. 

It can thus be assumed that during this simulation time the systems forget their initial 

configurations as well as lose correlations (memory). Therefore, we determined that 1 μs, which 

well exceeds 400 ns, is pertinent for the equilibration of the blends. 
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Figure 3. The mean-square displacement of the centers of mass 2 ( )r t∆ ∆  of the a) PLA and 

b) PHB monomers for different systems. The dash-dot-dot lines show the squared radius of 

gyration 2
gR and the Kuhn segment ( )2

2 pl . 
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Visual analysis. We now focus on the miscibility of PLA and PHB. Figure 5 shows typical 

snapshots of PLA and PHB blends at the end of the production runs at 550 K. They clearly show 

the absence of the phase separation of chains into two homogeneous regions. 

 

Figure 4. Snapshots of PLA and PHB blends at the end of the simulations at T = 550 К. PLA 

and PHB chains are colored in blue and red, respectively. PHB weight fractions: a) 23%, b) 49%, 

and c) 74%. 

Application of the Flory–Huggins theory. By utilizing the simulation data one can study 

polymer-polymer miscibility with the Flory–Huggins theory.9 Two polymers are miscible when 

the change in the Gibbs free energy of blending 0G H T S∆ = ∆ − ∆ < , where H∆  and S∆  are 

the enthalpic and entropic terms, and T  is the temperature. Since polymer chains have small 

entropy, miscibility depends mainly on the enthalpic term. To establish the miscibility of 

polymers in MD simulations, two characteristics were measured:32–41 the difference in the 

Hildebrand solubility parameter for pure components δ∆  and the Flory–Huggins interaction 

parameter χ . As usual,32–41 we calculated the cohesive energy densities for the pure PLA and 

PHB in order to estimate their solubility parameters. The values of χ  for the blends were 

calculated through the internal energy change upon mixing following Refs. 32, 43; the 

Supporting Information provides the details of calculations of solubility and Flory–Huggins 
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parameters. The results are shown in Table 2 together with experimental data77,78 and the recent 

results from the Hoftyzer–Van Krevelen (HVK) group contribution method79. 

Table 2. The reported experimental77,78 expδ  and Hoftyzer–Van Krevelen HVKδ  solubility 

parameters79. The Hildebrand solubility parameters simδ  and the Flory–Huggins interaction 

parameters χ  were calculated from the present MD simulations. Note that the MD simulation 

data is at T = 550 К, while the reference data is at room temperature. 

Weight fraction, % 
simδ , (J/cm3)0.5 expδ , (J/cm3)0.5 HVKδ , (J/cm3)0.5 χ  

PLA PHB 

100 0 14.8 ± 0.1 19-20.5 20.8 - 

77 23 14.6 ± 0.1   0.0 ± 0.4 

51 49 14.4 ± 0.1   0.2 ± 0.3 

26 74 14.2 ± 0.1   0.2 ± 0.3 

0 100 14.0 ± 0.1 19.8 19.8 - 

 

It is seen that the solubility parameters simδ  calculated from the MD simulation data were 

14.8 ± 0.1 (J/cm3)0.5 for pure PLA and 14.0 ± 0.1 (J/cm3)0.5 for pure PHB. For blends, the simδ  lie 

between these values and decrease with increasing PHB fraction. The quantitative discrepancy in 

the solubility parameters simδ  compared to expδ  and HVKδ  may stem from the fact that the 

present simulations were carried out at a high temperature of 550 K, while the reference values 

were obtained at room temperature. Since the solubility parameter δ  is defined by molar volume 

MV  and cohesive energy cohE  of the system as 0.5( / )coh ME Vδ = , the question that arises is what 

lowers the solubility – the molar volume or the cohesive energy? To answer this question, we 

calculated the values of MV , cohE , and δ  at T=300K using the trajectories obtained in the present 
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study when performing cooling procedure. It was found that the molar volume decreases by 

about 15%, while the cohesive energy was increases by about 35%. Using these changes, 

solubility at room temperature turned out to be approximately 25% higher than at 550K, equaling 

to 18.0±0.1 (J/cm3)0.5 for pure PLA and 17.6±0.1 (J/cm3)0.5 for pure PHB. Thus, not only the 

decrease in volume, but also the increase in the cohesive energy results in the increase of the 

solubility parameter with temperature. It can be assumed that the decrease in volume results in 

shortening of interatomic distances and that, in turn, results in the increase of the cohesive 

energy between molecules and the total cohesive energy of the system. These new obtained 

solubility values are much closer to the ones in the experiments (19-20.5 (J/cm3)0.5 for PLA and 

19.8 (J/cm3)0.5 for PHB) and in the HVK theory (20.8 (J/cm3)0.5 for PLA and 19.8 (J/cm3)0.5 for 

PHB) presented in Table 2. 

The difference δ∆  should be less than 2 (J/cm3)0.5 for two polymers to be miscible.44 For pure 

PLA and PHB, this is satisfied by simδ∆  as well as expδ∆  and HVKδ∆ , see Table 2. Thus, we can 

conclude that PLA and PHB should be miscible. 

We estimated the χ  values for all PLA and PHB blends studied (Table 2). The critical value of 

the Flory–Huggins parameter crχ  for the chains of pN  = 150 monomers was equal to 0.013 (see 

details of the calculation in Supplementary Information). The results clearly indicate that the 

errors inherent in the direct calculation of the Flory–Huggins interaction parameters from the 

atomistic MD simulations using the internal energy change upon blending are too large to be 

useful for the prediction of miscibility. This contradicts the previous simulations which reported 

that MD method can be used to judge miscibility on the basis of the Flory–Huggins parameter.32–

41 The methodological result of this study is that the solubility parameter can be used for 

studying miscibility of polymers by atomistic MD simulations in system such as the current one. 
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We also tried to determine miscibility using the Flory-Huggins parameter by calculating it via 

change in the internal energy upon mixing32,43 but were unable to obtain reliable results. In a 

very recent article, however, Zhang et al.80 have introduced a new thermodynamic integration 

scheme that appears to allow for reliable determination of the χ -parameter from MD 

simulations. Such simulations are beyond the current work but the new scheme of Zhang et al. 

will be tested in future works and compared to using solubility. 

Calculations of the glass transition temperature using the density change upon cooling. 

The transition of PLA-PHB blends from a melt to a glassy state has previously been investigated 

in a number of experimentals.6,10,11,16,18,20 The pure PLA exhibits a glass transition around 

gT  = 50–60°C, while the pure PHB has gT  = 4°C, indicating that the difference in gT  between 

PLA and PHB is about 50 degrees.1,2,20,31,81 It has been experimentally confirmed that the glass 

transition temperature of a blend decreases with increasing PHB fraction.18,20 To verify the 

simulational approach, we compare the gT  values for the pure PLA and PHB, and the 

dependence of gT  on blend composition with experimental data. Moreover, using the cooling 

dependencies for the system density allows studies of the miscibility of PLA and PHB both in 

experiments33,35–37 and simulations10,11,17,18,20. 

To compare with experiments, the cooling of PLA, PHB, and their blends has been simulated. 

We used the approach proposed in our previous studies of thermal properties of polymer 

systems.45,59,62,63 For each system, 20 equilibrated configurations were stored every 200 ns. As 

follows from the results in Figure 3, during the time of 200 ns the monomers displace by a 

distance comparable to the corresponding gR . In addition, 200 ns is an order of magnitude larger 

than the displacement time at distances of the order of the Kuhn segment of PLA and PHB. 
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Thus, we considered that the configurations separated by 200 ns should be more or less 

independent. The cooling of the systems from these selected configurations was simulated by a 

step-wise change in temperature: at each step, the temperature was decreased by 10 K, after that 

the system was simulated at this new temperature for 400 ps. Thus, the cooling rate was 

2.5·1010 K/s, which is usual for atomistic MD simulations.45,59,62,63 For each of the studied 

systems, 20 temperature data points for the system density ( )Tρ  were obtained, the averaged 

curves are shown in Figure 5a. 

 

Figure 5. a) The dependence of system density ρ  on temperature T . The dash-dot-dot lines 

illustrate the estimation of the glass transition temperatures for the pure PLA. b) The simulated 
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dependence of gT  on the PHB fraction in the blends (black) and the corresponding experimental 

curve20 (gray). The lines are fits based on the Fox equation82 1( / / )Fox PLA PHB
g PLA g PHB gT T Tϕ ϕ −= + , 

where ϕ  is a weight fraction of a certain polymer, decrease with increasing PHB fraction. 

As seen from Figure 5a, all curves have linear regions with different slopes at the high and low 

temperatures. For each system, the gT  was determined from the intersection of the corresponding 

lines. Figure 5b shows that the values of gT  obtained from the simulations exceed significantly 

the experimental values of gT . This is typical for atomistic simulations of polymers because the 

cooling rates used in simulations are more than 10 orders of magnitude higher than the 

experimental ones.45,59,62,63 The simulated glass transition temperatures were estimated to be 

415 ± 9 K and 374 ± 6 K for the pure PLA and PHB, respectively. Importantly, however, the 

simulated difference in the glass transition temperatures was 39 K, which agrees with the 

experimental data.1,2,81,20,31 The values of gT  were calculated for the PLA-PHB blends as well. 

Figure 5b demonstrates that gT  decreases almost linearly with increasing PHB fraction. This 

agrees with experiments using blends of high molecular weight PHB (Mw = 650 kg/mol) with 

low molecular weight PLA (Mw = 13 kg/mol), see Figure 5b.20 Moreover, the simulational and 

experimental curves in Figure 5b are parallel to each other, see fits of the curves using the Fox 

equation82 1( / / )Fox PLA PHB
g PLA g PHB gT T Tϕ ϕ −= + , where ϕ  is a weight fraction of a certain polymer, 

decrease with increasing PHB fraction. 

Summarizing the results above, we note that the analysis of the ( )Tρ  dependence made it 

possible to obtain an excellent qualitative agreement with experiments; the simulations correctly 

reproduce the experimental difference in gT  for pure PLA and PHB, and the gT  dependence on 
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the PHB fraction in the blends. In addition, it was shown above that PLA is a more rigid polymer 

than PHB. Taken together, the results demonstrate the reliability of the model and methods. 

Turning back to miscibility, note that in Figure 5a all the ( )Tρ  curves have only one transition 

between the high and low temperature regimes. One transition is usually interpreted as evidence 

of miscibility, while two transitions imply immiscibility of polymers.9,10,36 The fact that only one 

kink is observed in the ( )Tρ  curves argues for miscibility of PLA and PHB chains. There is, 

however, a broad regime of transition temperatures. Namely, the width of the transition from the 

melt to the glassy state is of the order of 100 K, which exceeds the difference in the gT  values for 

PLA and PHB. Consequently, our analysis of ( )Tρ  may not be conclusive enough to detect two 

glass transitions. Thus, we conclude that other methods should be used to fully clarify the 

miscibility of PLA and PHB. 

Calculations of the glass transition temperature simulating the subchains mobility. 

Taking a step further, we utilized the MD data to extract the glass transition temperatures of the 

individual components of the blends. For this purpose, we adopted the method proposed by Doi 

et al.83, and considered how the temperature change affects the mobility of PLA and PHB 

monomers. The mobility of the monomers was characterized by calculating their mean-square 

displacements and analysing them over a time interval of 400 ps vs. the inverse temperature 1 T . 

At this time, the subdiffusive regime of the monomers was observed with the exponent of 

approximately 0.63 (see Supporting Information, Figure S1). Similar time interval was 

successfully used in Ref. 84 as well as in Ref. 85, where the very similar exponent of 0.66 was 

estimated. The results are shown in Figure 6 for both PLA (Figure 6a) and PHB (Figure 6b) 

monomers. 
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Figure 6. The semi-logarithmic plots of the mean-square displacements of monomers 2r∆  

over 400 ps vs. the inverse temperature 1/ T  for the monomers of a) PLA and b) PHB. The dash-

dot-dot lines are extrapolations to estimate gT  in pure PLA and PHB. The values of gT  for 

blends were determined the same way. c) Dependence of gT  on the PHB fraction in the blends 

calculated for the PLA (black) and PHB chains (orange). Fox
gT  is the glass transition temperature 

calculated according to the Fox equation82 (violet). The lines are guides to the eye. 

The temperature dependence of monomer mobility in the low- and high-temperature domains 

was approximated by linear functions; the gT  values were calculated as the intersection points, 
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see Figures 6a, b. In order to verify their correctness, we first compared the gT  values of pure 

PLA and PHB obtained from the Arrhenius curves 2 (1/ )r T∆  with those obtained earlier from 

the analysis of ( )Tρ , see Figure 5. The values of gT  estimated dynamically were lower than 

those estimated from the density curves. The fact that the gT  values depend on the estimation 

method agrees with the results reported by Baljon et al.86 Importantly, however, both approaches 

yield similar difference in gT  (about 40 K) between the pure PLA and PHB. In addition, the 

values of the mean glass transition temperature calculated with the Fox equation.82 This behavior 

is similar to that presented in Figure 5b. Thus, the two methods for determining gT  give 

consistent results. 

The fact that gT  decreases with increasing PHB fraction for both the PLA and PHB monomers 

indicates that their segmental mobilities strongly depend on their mutual interactions. The same 

conclusion can be drawn from Figure 3. This behavior would be impossible if they were 

immiscible. In a computational study87 focusing on dynamic properties, clear differences 

between pure PEO and miscible blend of PEO/PMMA were observed consistently with the 

current simulations. However, the mean values of PLA
gT  and PHB

gT  differ by 15–20 K over the 

range of compositions and their error bars do not intersect. On the one hand, the presence of two 

gT values in a polymer blend could be interpreted as an indicator of immiscibility.9 On the other 

hand, the self-concentration model of Lodge and McLeish12 states that two gT  values should be 

observed even in the case of the uniformly mixed blend. This stems from the hypothesis that at 

length scales of the order of the Kuhn segment, an essential part of the space around each 

monomer is occupied by the same monomers due to chain connectivity. The question arises: at 
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which length scales the two different gT  for PLA and PHB will become indistinguishable in the 

present simulations? To answer the question, we calculated the mean-square displacements of 

the centers of masses for the subchains of N  = 1–30 neighboring monomers over 400 ps at 

different temperatures. From the temperature dependences of the displacements, we determined 

gT  for both the PLA and PHB subchains with different lengths N . In order to compare the data 

for PLA and PHB, we analyzed the dependence of the gT  using the mobility of the subchains 

with different end-to-end distance sub
end to endH − −  which was calculated for the chosen values of N . 

The results are shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. The dependence of gT  on the end-to-end distance sub
end to endH − −  of subchains. The values 

of gT  were determined from the temperature dependence of the displacements of the centers of 

masses of subchains consisting of N  = 1–30 neighboring monomers over 400 ps. Black lines: 

the data for PLA, orange: PHB. The PLA and PHB fractions are indicated inside the figures. 

As Figure 7 shows, all curves grow rapidly for small subchains ( sub
end to endH − −  < 2 nm). The 

growth then slows down and the dependencies saturate. For all systems considered, the initial 

increase of the gT  is steeper for PHB than for PLA. Regardless of the subchain size, the average 

values of gT  are higher for PLA than those for PHB. At the same time, an increase in the PHB 
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fraction results in a decrease of the gT of PLA, and vice versa. A discrepancy between gT  for the 

pure PLA and PHB is about 40 K for all values of sub
end to endH − − , see Figure 7a, while in the blends 

it is substantially smaller, see Figures 7c-d. As is evident from the Figures 7c-d, for small 

subchains with the size of 1–2 nm the corresponding error bars for gT  do not intersect, whereas 

at sizes larger than 1–2 nm the error bars start to intersect, i.e., the glass transition temperatures 

between PLA and PHB become indistinguishable within the margin of error. Therefore, we can 

conclude that PLA and PHB are semi-miscible at the length scale of 1–2 nm, while at the larger 

length scale they are miscible. The length scale of 1–2 nm corresponds to 1–2 Kuhn segments of 

PLA and PHB. This result is in line with the model of Lodge and McLeish where Kuhn segment 

is considered as a characteristic length scale of the self-concentration effect.12 

Interaction of the components in the blends: interchain pair correlation functions. 

Lodge et al.13 also suggested that the presence of two gT  cannot be used as a criterion of 

immiscibility and semi-miscibility. A local increase in the self-concentration due to chain 

connectivity of polymers is an intrachain effect.12 Thus, the question arises whether different 

polymer chains are miscible on a length scale of several Kuhn segments. To address this 

question, we studied structural properties of the blends using the interchain pair correlation 

functions ( )g r . These functions show the probability of finding atoms of chains of type A at a 

distance r from the atoms of the other chains of type B,60 
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where Aρ  is the average number density of atoms in chains of type A, AN  and BN  are the 

numbers of atoms in chains of type A and B, respectively. ijr  is the distance between atoms in 

different chains of type A and B, and δ  is the Dirac delta function. 

 

Figure 8. The interchain pair correlation functions between PLA-PLA (black solid lines), PHB-

PHB (orange solid lines), and PLA-PHB (olive dashed lines) chains. The PLA and PHB fractions 

are indicated in the figures. 
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Figure 8 shows that in all blends the condition ( ) ( ) ( )PHB PHB PLA PHB PLA PLAg r g r g r− − −≤ ≤  is 

satisfied for r  < 2 nm. This means that contacts between the PLA chains are the most probable, 

between the PLA and PHB chains less probable, and between the PHB chains the least probable. 

If PLA and PHB were completely miscible, the PLA-PHB curve would lie above both the PLA-

PLA and PHB-PHB curves, while in the case of immiscibility the PLA-PHB curve would lie 

below both of them.35 Thus, here we observe an intermediate case which means that within the 

length scale of 2 nm PLA and PHB are semi-miscible. It is important to notice that this 

intermolecular scale corresponds to the characteristic intrachain distance of 1–2 Kuhn segments 

where the values of gT  for PLA and PHB were distinct, as shown above in Figure 7. Thus, this 

confirms that PLA and PHB are semi-miscible in the scale of Kuhn segments. Concerning the 

distances exceeding 1–2 Kuhn segments, Figure 8 shows that the difference between PLA-PLA, 

PHB-PHB, and PLA-PHB curves becomes small. Thus, we conclude that at this length scale 

PLA and PHB are miscible. This also implies that miscibility of PLA and PHB is scale-

dependent. We would like to point out, however, that in the cases of 23% PHB and 26% PLA, 

the number of minority component chains is small (although the number of monomers per chain 

is reasonably large, Table 1). 

It is worth mentioning the influence of the finite-size effects in the present simulations. Figure 

8 shows that the systems sizes are large enough, and the finite-size effects are small, since all the 

curves approach unity.88,89 To corroborate this conclusion further we performed additional 

simulations of a larger system (with the PHB weight fraction of 49%) composed of 18 PHB 

chains and 22 PLA chains. The simulations run for 200 ns at a pressure of 1 bar and a 

temperature of 550 K. The interchain pair correlation functions between the components of this 

system, averaged over the last 20 ns of the trajectory, are shown below, see Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. The interchain pair correlation functions between PLA-PLA (black solid lines), PHB-

PHB (orange solid lines), and PLA-PHB (olive dashed lines) chains in the blend composed of 18 

PHB chains and 22 PLA chains, with PHB weight fraction of 49%. . 

As seen from the Figure 9, there is a small quantitative difference of the results within the 

distances of about 2 nm, compared to those for the twice smaller system, see Figure 8b. Namely, 

the PLA-PHB curve lies close to the PLA-PLA curve in the former case, whereas the same curve 

lies between PLA-PLA and PHB-PHB in the latter case. The obtained small difference can be 

attributed to the shorter simulation times of the performed test run. Thus, these additional 

simulations show that the finite-size effects do not significantly influence the results for the 

systems considered in the present study. 

The obtained miscibility of PLA and PHB at length scales exceeding the Kuhn segment can be 

considered in the context of the previous findings of White and Lipson.90 They noted that the 

smaller the difference between the energies of nonbonded segment−segment interactions of pure 

components, the greater the tendency of the blended components towards miscibility. Due to 

high chemical similarity of PLA and PHB, this difference is likely to be small. Therefore, 

miscibility between components can be observed. 
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Our results are in line with the experiments of Se et al.91 They used blends of miscible 

polystyrene (PS) and polyisoprene (PI) and concluded that the blend is homogeneous at the 

length scales of polymer chain sizes and is weakly segregated at the monomer scale. Faller et 

al.92 observed a slight structural inhomogeneity at a monomer scale in their atomistic simulations 

of PS-PI blends. They noted that it was not possible to study phase separation of polymer chains 

due to rather short (~2 ns) simulation times. Our MD trajectories are three orders of magnitude 

longer (μs vs ns) and show that local inhomogeneity in blends does not lead to phase separation. 

Finally, the current results are in line with the comprehensive study of PI/PS blends reported by 

Harmandaris et al.93 Using calculations of the distance dependence of self- and effective 

concentrations for the chains, they showed that both intra- and intermolecular local environments 

of the blend component at the length scales of the Kuhn segments differ from the ones at larger 

length scales. 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Miscibility of PLA and PHB was studied by atomistic MD simulations. Five systems with 

PHB weight fractions between 0 to 100% were considered. The molecular weights of the PLA 

and PHB chains were chosen to be relatively small (about 10 kg/mol), since miscibility for such 

chains is expected. The Flory–Huggins theory was used to calculate the solubility (δ ) and 

interaction parameters ( χ ) for the blends of PLA and PHB. It was shown that the difference in 

the PLA and PHB solubility parameters is less than 2 (J/cm3)0.5 which argues for their 

miscibility. As for the Flory–Huggins parameter χ , we have shown that it cannot be used as a 

reliable criterion of miscibility in MD simulations due to rather high statistical fluctuations. 
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Miscibility of PLA and PHB was also studied using the temperature dependence of system 

density, ( )Tρ . It was shown that in all systems the ( )Tρ  curves display only one kink 

corresponding to the transition to a glassy state. However, this cannot be considered as a reliable 

indicator of miscibility, since the width of transition region was too large to distinguish two 

kinks. For this reason, we divided the PLA and PHB chains into subchains of neighboring 

monomers and studied the dependence of gT  on subchain size by analyzing the mobility of the 

subchains. It turned out that the values of gT  for PLA and PHB were indistinguishable within the 

margin of error at the length scale of 1–2 nm, which corresponds to 1–2 Kuhn segments of PLA 

and PHB. For shorter subchains, two distinct gT  values were found for PLA and PHB in the 

blends over the entire range of composition. The presence of two gT  values in blends is in line 

with the self-concentration model of Lodge and McLeish: within a sphere of the size of the Kuhn 

segment, the concentration of a polymer is increased due to chain connectivity, and thus two gT  

values are expected even for miscible polymers. 

In order to check whether PLA and PHB are miscible within 2 nm, we also analyzed the 

interchain pair correlation functions. It was found that at this length scale they are semi-miscible. 

The obtained results allowed us to conclude that the structural properties of polymer blends may 

be scale-dependent: they may differ at the Kuhn segment scale from those at larger length scales. 

Both inter- and intrachain structural heterogeneity were found to be important for studying the 

segmental dynamics in blends of miscible polymers.94–97 The observed miscibility of low 

molecular weight PLA and PHB in length scales exceeding the Kuhn segment enables us to 

assume that the criteria of miscibility investigated in the present study should be helpful in 

resolving the important question of miscibility in other systems. 
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